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Wushu Staff Kata #1 

 

Note: before attempting this kata, please read the keys on the back of this page. 
Steps Description of movements 

Bow  

Attention (Facing North) Stand at attention stance with toes and heels together.  Hold the staff in the 

right hand, with the butt of the staff on the ground outside the right foot.  Fingers are pointed 

down the staff and on the North side of the staff.  Thumb is on the South side of the staff. 

Salute Raise the staff in front of the chest with the right hand.  At the same time grasp the staff with 

the left hand immediately above the right. 

1 With the right foot, step to the right (East) into a right back stance with the left foot pointing 

to the West.  At the same time, slide the right hand to the butt of the staff and move the right 

hand to the right hip while the left hand and end of the staff are pointed to the West executing 

a block.  The staff should be perpendicular to the floor. 

2 Slide the left foot left (South) and rotate into a left forward stance (facing West).  At the same 

time thrust forward with the staff.  Slide the staff through the left hand until both hands are 

touching.  The staff should be perpendicular to the floor. 

3 While sliding the right foot left (South) and rotating into a riding stance (facing North), thrust 

to the right with the butt of the staff about belt high.  The staff will slide through the right 

hand. 

4 Push with a downward block. 

5 Stomp the right foot and begin rotating 90 degrees to the right (East), finishing this rotation 

with the left foot stomping in a deep forward stance facing east raising both hands in an upper 

block with the staff.  End facing East. 

6 While keeping the staff above your head, pivot on the right foot until feet are shoulder width 

apart and you are facing South. 

7 Turn and slide the right foot into cat stance (right foot pointing West).  At the same time, use 

the left hand to lead half of a figure 8 on the right side and ending with the left hand tucked 

under the right shoulder and the right hand and butt of the staff pointed away (West,) finishing 

in a deep right forward stance facing West. 

8 Leading with the right hand, begin a figure 8, while pulling the right foot back into cat stance.  

Continue to swing the left hand forward and down while rotating to a back or bo stance.  End 

by hitting the flat of the staff on the floor. (upper body facing North, with staff pointed to 

West) 

9 Slide the left foot left (South) and rotate into a left forward stance (facing West).  At the same 

time thrust forward with the staff.  Slide the staff through the left hand until both hands are 

touching.  The staff should be perpendicular to the floor. (same as number 2) 

10 Slide the right foot left (South) and rotate the lower body clock wise 180 degrees into a 

reverse forward stance, while executing a U block to the left (West).  The lower body is facing 

East while the upper body is facing West.  The right hand is above the head, while the left arm 

is extended about waist level.   

11 Bring the left foot to the right foot in attention stance (facing North), while placing the butt of 

the staff on the ground outside the right foot.  The left arm is across the chest with the hand on 

the staff. 

12 Bow 
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Keys to learning Wushu Staff Kata #1 

 
Back stance = Back leg bent with 70% of weight on the back leg.  Front leg slightly bent.  The front heel 

should line up with the back heel.  The front toe should be pointed forward.  The back toe should be 

pointed 90 degrees to the side, so the angle of the feet makes an L shape.  A left back stance will have the 

left foot back. 

 
 

Forward stance = Front leg bent, 70% of weight on front leg.  Back leg straight.  Stance should be a 

minimum of shoulder width wide.  From front to back, feet should be about the same distance as riding 

stance.  A left forward stance will have the left leg forward.  Front leg should be bent deep enough you 

can not see your toes. 

 

 
Riding stance = Spread legs out like riding a horse, bend knees, keep toes pointed forward & back 

straight. 

 

Cat stance = A cat stance is very similar to a back stance, except that 90% of the weight is on the back 

foot & the feet are much closer together.  Place your heels together, making an L shape.  Pick the front 

heel up so the toe is barely touching the floor.  A left cat stance has the left foot back. 

 

Directional assistance: The terms North, South, East and West are used.  North is the direction faced 

when beginning the kata.  They are not to be taken literally, they represent 90-degree angles. 

 

Reverse forward stance: Same as a forward stance, except the upper body is facing the back leg. 

 

 

 

 

 

Left Forward Stance  

(facing to the left) 

Right Back Stance 

(facing to the left) 


